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SUWfiK*

The bunching requirements for a heavy-ion tandem-
linac accelerator are defined and a bunching system to
satisfy these requirements is outlined. This discus-
sion introduces an experiment on the bunching of 45MeV
\ SO ions 'by -means: of •• a; X/2 ? superoonductingrhelix
resonator. ; The measured ion-bunch width is 64 psec,
a value daninated byr the resolution width of the. ion
detector. By correcting for the detector-resolution
width one infers that the ion bunch itself is <40 psec
Wide. .....j..:.-v.^;y:

I . TMKODUCTION

Until recently, most of the emphasis in the design
and operation of ion linacs has been on achieving the
required energy range with the maximum of beam current,
and relatively little attention has been paid to the
quality of the output! beam: ..*;':Hauever;fdur^

r4te"past
few years aneed has developed for heavy-ion accelera-
tors jwith extremely good beam quality, and several
concepts aimed at satisfyirg this need have been
studied. r.Oe:p£::th«e7isTthe'*:̂ taidaî linac...siyst3eni, in
which a tandem electrostatic accelerator'injectsjintb
the iihac, thus providing the linac with an incident
beam that has both good energy resolution and emittance.
In view of the.se good qualities, if the tandem beam can
also be formed "into pulses that are narrow enough, then
one has the possibility of having the linac operate in
essentially a liner -lode and in this way preserve the
quality of the inc. nt beam.

The main idea behind linear operation of the linac
is shown in Fig. 1, where the deviation AE of the
projectile energy from the synchronous energy is plot-
ted as a function of phase angle <J>. If the energy and
phase-angle scales are chosen correctly, the traject-
ories for particles in the neighborhood of the
synchronous point are circles, as shown in Fig. 1.
Moreover, in this region tie rate of rotation is almost
the same for all circles. Thus, the acceleration pro-
cess rotates the phase ellipse of the incident beam,
but the shape and the area of the ellipses are_gre-
served. That is,_the longitudinal emittance AEAt is
preserved, where AE and At are mean values of the
energy and time spreads, respectively, at positions
where the phase ellipse is symmetrical with respect to
the axes.

In addition to the influence of a nan-linear accel-
erating force, various other effects can deteriorate

the beam quality, and these effects are minimized if
the phase ellipse of the incident beam is matched to an
acceptance ellipse of the linac — i.e., matched to one
of the circles in Fig. 1. Thus, for optimum perform-
ance of the linac (in the sense of minimizing AEAt) ,the
phase elligse_pf the injected beam should have a speci-
fic ratio AE/At, and hence for any given value of AEAt,
it should have a specific pulse width it.

A general discussion of the relationship between
the time spread of the incident beam and the energy
spread of the output beam is beyond the scope of this
paper1. However, a typical example will indicate the
magnitude of the beam-bunching problem. Consider a
small linac that accelerates !8Ni ions fran an incident
energy of 1.7 MeV per hucleon to 6.3 MeV per nucleon.
Let the HF frequency be 90 MHzf the accelerating field
3 VN/m, the phase angle 80°, and the ion charge: 20.
Then din order to obtain an energy resolution £E/E of
-10"3 with a matched beam, the time spreadpf the
input bunches must be about 49 psec. (FWHM)Y The
correspcnrUng energy spread of the incident beam is
226 keVw ;

SEPARATRiX fLINEAR REGION
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Fig. 1. Trajectories in phase space of particles in a
linac with synchronous phase <j>s.

OTf^ and a
correspondingly small energy spread is not the onlv
demanding requirwent on the bunching system f.r: a
tandem-linac accelerator. The other requirement is to
be able to bunch a large fraction of the DC beam into
the desired narrow pulses. Under many circumstances,
there is little beam current to be wasted because of
limitations of hegative-heavy-ion sources and because
of the inability of the/tandem itself to accelerate
large currents of heavy ions.

As a consequence of considerations such as out-
lined above, we accept the following design objectives
for the bunching system of a planned tandem-linac
accelerator operating at an RF frequency of about 90
MHs: 80% of the DC be<im should be bunched into pulses
<100 psec wide. This paper outlines the general
characteristics of the proposed system and then pre-
sents results of an experiment in which ultra-short
heavy-ion pulses have been measured.

The magnitude of the challenge of the design ob-
jective stated above may best be appreciated by
oohparing it with the performance of-working heav'-io«
bunching systems •, Few suclv systems are in operation
yet. For these, the typical performance is that <10%
of the DC beam is bunched into pulses - 1 nsec wide.
Thus, the high-resolution operation of a tandent-linac
accelerator requires an order-of-inagnitude improvement
both in beam utilization and in pulse width.

II. PB0P06ED BUNCH3MG SYSTEM

Fig. 2 outlines the system being proposed to bunch
85% of the DC beam into pulses <100 psec wide at 90
mz. The bunching process takes place in three main
stages: (1) the pre-tandem bunchers ratpress 85% of
the beam into pulses that are <1 nsec wide at the tan-
dem terminal, (2) the post-tandem. buncher compresses
the 1-nsec pulse down to a \*idth «100 psec at the
second stripper, and (3) the debuncher matches the
phase ellipse of the beam to the requirements of the
linac. A (Munching system after the linac is also
desirable, but this is not discussed in this paper.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an advanced
bunching system for a
tahdem-linac accelerator.
Badial-focusing elements
are not shown.
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The proposed pre-tandem buncher system consists of
two accelerating structure?, buncherj#l ;(Fig. 2) i Vener-
ating at the fundamental;HF̂ f̂î quency and buncher #2 at
the second harmonic. The ̂ rfornBnce.ofjthe; system is
improved by usinga: i/3ratio for the spacing between
the bunchers and the spacing between buncher #2 and the
position of the time focus, as proposed by Goldstein
and laisne2. Since the heavy ions are moving slowly
and the bunching path lengths may be several meters,
bunching is achieved with energy variations of only a
few hundred eV. Extensive calculations show that, in
spite of several time-spreading effects, it should be
feasible with a harmonic bunching system to oompress
>85% of the 2C beam from the source into pulses <1 nsec
wide at the terminal. However, to do so it vri.ll pro-
bably be necessary to use fine grids on the gaps of
the bunching structures, which may be a considerable
source of practical difficulty.

A beam chopper after the tandem eliminates un-
bunched ions.

The sequence of bunching events in the post-tandem
region are illustrated in Fig. 3. the ion bunch leaves
the tandan terminal with a fairly wide spread in time
(± 0.5 nsec) and a narrow spread in energy. The time
spread is determined by the characteristics of the pre-
tandenu buncherand the energyspreadby the energy
straggling in the strapper. The phase ellipse shears
forward sonewhat before reaching buncher #3, which, in
a highly-linear operation, tilts the phase ellipse as
shown. As the bunch travels toward the linac, the
phase ellipse skews forward and is upright (a tine
focus) when it arrives at the second stripper. Because
of the large energy spread induced by buncher #3,energy
straggling in the stripper foil introduces relatively
little additional energy spread.

Because of the need for a tine focus at (or near)
the second stripper and because the bunching path
length is fixed, a single bunching structure cannot, in
general, natch the beam to the linac. This operation
required the addition of a second accelerating
structure- the debuncher, which in Fig. 3 produces a
phase ellipse that is symmetrical with respect to the
flE,At axes. With two accelerating structures (the
buncher and debuncher), both the shape of the phase
ellipse of the bunch and its orientation can be varied
if one does not require that the position of the time
focus be exactly at the stripper. This compromise does
not have a significant influence on the longitudinal
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Fig. 3. Bunching process in the post-tandem region for
5flNi ions and a foil stripper in a tandem with
a 10-M7 terminal.

emittance for a wide range of circumstances.

Two questions are frequently asked about the oper-
ation outlined by Fig. 3: (1) is it practical to build
the required bunching structures; and (2) are there
time-spreading effects that are so large that the
idealized treatment is meaningless? The first question
is readily answered. A \/2 superconducting element
such as the helix resonators tested extensively3'* in
this laboratory are more than adequate for the bunching
function. The debuncher needs to be a somewhat larger
structure, perhaps a 3\/Z helix, and hence it is fairly
expensive. Fortunately, a separate debunching struc-
ture may not be necessary, since one can show that the
first accelerating structure of the linac itself can
perform the function of debunching (or beam matching)
without giving up much of its accelerating power.

The question concerning the magnitude of time-
spreading effects is more difficult. Detailed calcul-
ations have been made on the influence of the following
effects: space charge, beam divergence, resonator non-
linearity, radial variation of-bunching field. The
overall time 3pread introduced by these effects is typi-
cally <5 psec if the average beam intensity is <6 x 1012

particles/sec, a large beam current for heavy ions.
Thus, the time spreading effects should be negligible
in nost applications. However, because the bunch
widths being considered are so very much shorter than
have been observed heretofore, many seem to find such
calculations unconvincing. The main point of this
paper is to present the results of an experimental de-
monstration that ultra-snort pulses of heavy ions can
be produced.

A possible time-spreading effect that is not listed
above is the variation in the accelerating voltages in
the tandan, which could cause a variation in the time
of arrival of the bunch at buncher #3. Variations
in the terminal voltage or in the voltaic distribution
along the accelerator tube could be inportant in this
respect. These effects are hot included with the others
because they are expected to cccur on a time scale that
is slew enough to permit correction. Presumably, the
voltage of the tandem terminal can be made as stable as
is necessary. Control of the influence of changes in the
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voltage distribution is a less conventional problem.
We propose to eliminate the effect of such variations
by sensing the phase error (relative to a master
oscillator) of beam pulses arriving at buncher #3 and
by using this phase error to control the phase of the
pre-taiidem bunchers,

III, THE BUNCHING EXPERIMENT

As a part of a more general effort to develop
heavy-ion bunching techniques, we have carried out an
.experiment aimed at demonstrating that unforeseen
effects do not prevent the formation of ultra-short
pulses of heavy ions. The experimental system used is
^illustrated in Fig. 4. Ions of lG0 with charge 5+ were
accelerated to 45 MeV by an EN tandem. This beam first
passes through a conventional beam chopper consisting
of EP deflection plates that sweep the beam over a slit
about 3 meters downstream. All ions in the relatively
wide bunch so formed are then empresses (as in Fig. 3)
by a X/2 helix resonator, (unit G2 of Ref. 3) which
operates at 91.6 MHz. The helix accelerating field is
adjusted to make the phase ellipse care to a time focus
at a detector 8.3 meters downstream. The detector is
a ccnrercial surface-barrier detector that responds to
individual l60 ions that are elastically scattered at
aismall forward angle (13°) by a thin gold foil
(-.75 Jug/cm2 thick). The difference in time between the
detected5 ion and a zero-time pulse derived from the RF
wave.ofithe helix is then converted into a pulse height,
and this pulse height, a linear function of the '.in-
flight time, is recordedin a pulse-height analyser.
This gives a direct measure of the beam-pulse shape
except for the influence ;pf the detector resolution
function.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the bunching experiment.

Since the helix performs a linear operation en the
incident ion bunch, the area of the phase ellipse is
preserved during the bunching process unless there are
unforeseen time-spreading effects. Consequently, a
lower limit on the bunch width it^ at the position of
the time focus is Sl^ = ZEa Â a/SEj,, where the sub-
script a refers to the position just before the helix
and b refers to the time-focus position. Note that
AEb is mainly determined by the energy variation re-
quired to bunch the beam in the flight path involved.

Estimates of the various contributions to the bunch
width are summarized in Table I. The overall width is
expected to be ~20 psec, much narrower than can be
measured with any heavy-ion detector. Thus one expects
to measure only an upper limit of the bunch width.

!he various factors that contribute to the time-
resolution width of the detector system are also sum-
marized in Table I. The dominant contribution comes
from the detector itself, but the effect of the target
is not zero, it is of interest to note that the flight-
path difference introduced by scattering the ions at
13 is '0.17 nm, and this cormjpmtds to a time spread

of ~8 psec. This observation enphasizes the fact that
the expected beam-pulse width of 20 psec corresponds to
a path difference of only 0.4 mm!

Table I. Sources of time uncertainty in the bunching
experiment.

Estimate FWHM
Bean-Bunch Effects Time Spread

4
18
8

psecion-energy straggling (1 keV)
ion-energy oscillation (4 keV)
ion-energy drift (2 kev)
beam divergence
space charge
other effects

overall bunch rfidth

Detector-System Effects

A flight path at target
target energy straggling
detector resolution
phase jitter, zero-time pulse

overall resolution wiith <54 psec

Two kinds of bunching measurements were carried
out. In one, the phase range of ions incident on the,
buncher was selected by the chopper, which was operated
at a-voltage that gave a beam-pulse width Ata = 670 psec
(FWHM), i.e., A*a = 22°.

In the^secondikindof :measurement,the initial phase
range wasTtSefined byfres^ctiiig^tte ib»i--energy range
accepted by the detector. The idea here is illustrated
in Fig. 5, which gives ion energy as a function of time"
of arrival at the position of the time focus, assuming
that the incident energy E a is a constant. One sees
that the requirement AE/AEmax«l restricts the ions
accepted for measurement to those that arrive at the
helix in the neighborhood of <j) = :t 90°.?,Those near
-90° form a broad peak and those near +90" are the
bunched ions of interest. The only limitation to this
procedure is that the relatively poor energy resolution
of the detector tends to smear out the phase range sel-
ected. The extent of this problem may be judged from
the following data: AEm™ = 450 keV; detector resolu-
tion width = 140 keV.

Fig. 5. Plot of the variation AE of beam energy with
respect to tine t of arrival at the detector
when the chopper is not used. The nuntoers
associated with the points give the incident
phase angle $a. The buncher amplitude is
adjusted to give a time focus at the detector
meaning that dE/dt is infinite at <t>a = 90°.

Unfortunately, the ion detector performed rather
poorly during our bunching measurements and, since only
about 12 hours of beam time was available, the problem
could not be eliminated. Specifically, when the detec-
tor was operated at the bias voltage reccsimended by



the manufacturer, the measured time distribution con-
sisted of two distinct peaks. Examples are shown in
Fig. 6. One sees that the time distribution is
essentially the same for the two ways of selecting the
initial phase. This similarity tenets to confirm the
equivalence of the two methods used to select the
phase range accepted by the system since, as indicated
below, all our data indicate that the detector pulses
fall into two classes (which form different peaks) that
are not related to the time of arrival of the ions. If
so, -die relatively- narrow-peak J3n_the left, which is
the sane for the ta« modes of phase-selection^ gives an
upper limit for the width of the beam pulse. '?*•*•_''['.'-"•
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Fig. 6. Measured time spectrun of the bunched l s0 beam
when the detector bias voltage was low (70 V ) .
Curve (a) gives the results obtained when the
incident-phase range was selected by limiting
the final energy to values near the incident
energy. Curve (b) was obtained when the chop-
per selected the incident-phase range.

It was found that the twcTpeaks in the time spec-
trum could be brought together by increasing the bias
voltage well above the recommended value. This pro-
cedure also decreased the widths of the individual
peaks. At the voltage just before the two peaks merge,
the width of the one on the left was -55 psec.

The time spectrun measured when the detector bias
was increased to 250V, about 4.5 times the reoommended
value, is given in Fig. 7. Here the two peaks have
merged and the overall width of the distribution is
64 psec. Unfortunately, the highest bias voltage was
used only with the energy-restriction technique of
phase selection because the detector was destroyed by
the extreme operating conditions before the measure-
ment with the chopper oould be made. Nevertheless, in
view of the data and interpretation given above, our
bunchijig experiment shows conclusively that the beam-
bunch width is <64 psec. Moreover, if the resolution
width of the detector system is >50 psec, as is almost
certain, then one infers that the beam bunch is <40
psec wide. This result ranoves most of the doubts
about the possibility of forming ultra-short pulses of
heavy ions.

1000-
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Fig. 7. Measured time spectrun of the bunched 160 beam
for the maximum detector-bias voltage 1(250 V ) .
The incideht-phase range was selected by limit-
ing the final energy to values near the inci-
dent energy.

One of the most encouraging aspects of our measure-
ment was the ease with which the*superconducting-helix
structure could be used. At the time of our measure-
ment, the resonatar had been on the beam line for about
4 weeks and had been operated;at power about 3weeks
earlier. On both occasions, the maximum accelerating
field for stable operation was about 2.9.m/m atran
RF-power: input of about 1.7 wattsrTMsOTrrespDn^s to
a maximum energy gain of ±365 keV-for protons or ± 1.8
MeV ior 0s . The system was maintained at liquid-
nitrogen temperature between the two tests; and the
cooldcwn to liquid-helium temperature for the second
test proceeded in a completely routine way.

The accelerating field required in our bunching
experiment was only 0.757 MV/m. At this field, the RF-
power input was about 0.065 watts, so that the liquid-
helium loss was dominated by heat loss in the cryostat.

m the bunching experiment, the chopper was locked
to the helix resonator, which was operated in a self-
excited mode. No effort was made to control the
resonator frequency of the helix, although it would
have been easy to do so with improved versions of the
VCX technique described previously5. Both the RF
system and the cryogenic-control system operated with
complete ease and reliability over a period of ~24 hours
on two occasions, indicating that a superconducting X/2
helix bunching system is now suitable for routine use in
experiment.

IV. MPUCATICKS OF THE BUNCHING EXPERIMENT

The experiment outlined above indicates ttvt the
formation of ultra-short pulses of heavy ions at the
energied provided by a tandem is a straightforward
matter, with no significant barriers in principle. The
main problems are simply those of implementing the ideas
outlined in Sect. II. Thus, one can proceed with con-
fidence to develop the concept of a tandem-linac
accelerator systan that operates with good energy resol-
ution by injecting it with very short beam pulses.

Vtmost as important, the availability of ultra-
shoi.. bunches of heavy ions opens up manv exciting new
experimental possibilities, and the ease"with which our
bunching experiment was carried out is leading us to
proceed immediately to develop a complete bunching sys-
tan for this purpose. This system is aimed at the needs
of nuclear heavy-ion physics, for which one wants to
bunch most of the DC beam from the ion source into
bunches <50 psec wide at frequencies 30-50 MHz. Vfe in-
tend to proceed in the way outlined in Fig. 2 except



that, for simplicity, the energy spread of the bunched
beam will be limited by using the longest available
flight path (about 13 meters) rather than by a de-
buncher.

An important physics objective of the proposed
bunching system is to be able to neasure the velocity
of heavy products produced in heavy-ion-induced
nuclear reactions. The velocity, when canbined with
the particle energy and the rate of energy loss AE/Ax,
allows one to determine cleanly the mass and the
nuclear charge K of an ion, as has already been?'
beautifully demonstrated11 by means of a timc-of-flight
telescope in which ono measures the time difference
between an ion passing through a thin AE surface-"
barrier detector and stopping in a thick detector only
23 cm away. In the sinplest application of very [short
beam pulses, one would make similar measurements^ but
with the zero time being given by the known •arrival
time of the bunch on the target. This approach would
remove various problems caused by scattering of ions
in the ZSE detector. In particular, the pulsed beam is
essential for very heavy low-energy reaction products,
which cannot get through the £E detector.

In more general terms, the availability of beams
of heavy ions with ultra-short pulse widths, good
energy resolution, and good emittance would enable the
experimenter to make use of spacial localization of
the bunch in a powerful way. Tn particular, one can
visualize many new experimental possibilities, for un-
tangling the complexities of heavy-ion reactions that
result it, fission or in fusion of the projectile and
target nuclei.

Fran tlie viewpoint of accelerator developnent, the
immediate application cf piiperconductirtj accelerating
structures to the needs o£ heavy-ion physics is
attractive because it will undoubtedly provide many in-
sights into the practical problans of the new technol-
ogy.
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